COUNTRY BASELINE UNDER THE ILO DECLARATION ANNUAL REVIEW
KOREA, REPUBLIC OF (2000-2019)
THE ELIMINATION OF ALL FORMS OF FORCED OR COMPULSORY LABOUR

REPORTING

OBSERVATIONS BY
THE SOCIAL
PARTNERS

Fulfillment of
Government’s
reporting
obligations
Involvement of
Employers’ and
Workers’
organizations in
the reporting
process
Employers’
organizations

YES, except for the 2003 Annual Review (AR).

YES, according to the Government: Involvement of the employers’ organizations
(Korea Employers’ Federation (KEF)) and the workers’ organizations (Federation
of Korean Trade Unions (FKTU), the Korean Confederation of Trade Unions
(KCTU)) and the Korean Federation of Public Services and Transportation
Workers' Union (KPTU) through communication of Government’s report.
2016 AR: Observations by the KEF.
2012-2014 AR: Observations by the KEF.
2009 AR: Observations by the KEF.
2000-2002 AR: Observations by the KEF.

Workers’
organizations

EFFORTS AND
PROGRESS MADE IN
REALIZING
THE PRINCIPLE AND
RIGHT

Ratification

2018-2019 ARs: Observations by the KCTU and the FKTU.
2016 AR: Observations by the KCTU. Observations by the FKTU.
2015 AR: Observations by the KCTU.
2014 AR: Observations by the KCTU. Observations by the KPTU.
2012-2013 AR: Observations by the KCTU.
2010 AR: Observations by the FKTU. Observations by the KCTU.
2009 AR: Observations by the International Trade Union Confederation (ITUC).
2008 AR: Observations by the ITUC.
2007 AR: Observations by the International Confederation of Free Trade Unions
(ICFTU).
2005-2006 AR: Observations by the ICFTU.
2004 AR: Observations by the KCTU. Observations by the KFTU.
2002 AR: Observations by the ICFTU. Observations by the KCTU.
2001 AR: Observations by the ICFTU. Observations by the KFTU.
Ratification
The Republic of Korea has ratified neither the Forced Labour
status
Convention, 1930 (No. 29) (C.29), nor the Abolition of Forced
Labour Convention, 1957 (No. 105) (C.105).
Ratification
intention

Unable to ratify C.29 and C.105 at this time.
2019 AR: The motion for ratification of Convention and the relevant
labor law amendments were submitted to the National Assembly,
and various opinions of stakeholders need to be considered. A forum
to discuss ways to ratify fundamental conventions was held to collect
opinions of relevant stakeholders (July 11th, 2019).
2018 AR: The Government indicates that C.29 and C.105 are likely
to be ratified. Regarding the Conventions on forced labour, the
Ministry of Employment and Labor has been discussing with
relevant Ministries on how to make domestic systems in line with the
Conventions. The government will begin the ratification process
according to the outcomes of the discussion.
KCTU commented that no concrete plan for the ratification has
announced and the process needed has yet to start. So it is still
unclear whether the ratification would be done in near future.
2016 AR: The Government reported that it is still difficult to
ratify C. 29 and C. 105 as the mandatory military service is
indispensable amid the confrontation on the Korean Peninsula.
KEF commented that unarmed public personnel is a way of
conducting the duty of national defence who have to work for the
public interest instead of military service and therefore
forced/compulsory labour cannot be applied to the works of public
service personnel. Also, prison labour is a correctional measure
with an intent to reform through labour and if it is carried out by
voluntary participation, it should not be seen as a forced or
compulsory labour.
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KCTU reiterated its support for the ratification of C.29 and C.105,
and stated that the Government did not intend to ratify C.29 &
C.105 and no progress has been made in the ratification process.
2015 AR: The Government reiterated that the ratification of C29
and C.105 is not foreseeable in the near future due to disparities
between the provisions of ILO Conventions and domestic laws
relating to supplementary military service. The Government
indicated that it is very difficult to reach agreement with ILO as
long as ILO interprets supplementary military service as constituting
forced labour. It further reported that it is difficult to ratify the
Conventions given the indispensability of the mandatory military
service amid the confrontation on the Korean Peninsula. KCTU
expressed full support for the ratification of C.29 and C.15, but
regretted that no progress has been made in the ratification process.
2014 AR: According to the government: It is difficult to ratify
C.29 and C.105 because ILO interprets ‘supplementary military
service’ as constituting forced labour and the Conventions are
contrary to the current domestic laws. KEF restated its support for
the ratification of the Conventions despite this may not happen any
time soon given the need for more time for preparation and
consideration of the specific circumstances of the country in relation
to forced labour related to the military service. The KCTU and the
KPTU reiterated their support for the ratification of C.29 and
C.105 by the Republic of Korea. They indicated that no progress
had been made over the last year and that there were still no
prospects on moving forward in the ratification process.
2013 AR: According to the Government: The mandatory military
service requirement will remain in force until a solid peace
between North and South Korea has been established. If the ILO
does not consider ‘supplementary military service’ mainly
performed as a form of public service as being of a purely
military character, it would be difficult to ratify C.29. It is also
difficult to ratify C.105 because the current domestic law can be a
barrier to complying with Article 1(a) and (d) of this Convention.
The KEF reiterated that it had no objection as concerns the
ratification of C.29 and C.105 by the Republic of Korea. However,
it indicated that no progress had been made in the ratification process
over 2011.
The KCTU reiterated its support for the ratification of C.29 and
C.105 by the Republic of Korea. However, it indicated that the
ratification processes are still outstanding and there are no prospects
for them moving forward.
2012 AR: The Government reiterated the statement it made under the
2010 and 2011 ARs .
The KEF reiterated that it had no objection as concerns the
ratification of C.29 and C.105. by the Republic of Korea.
The KCTU expressed its support for the ratification of C.29 and C.105
by the Republic of Korea.
2010-2011 ARs: According to the Government: It is inevitable to
maintain the mandatory conscription as long as the confrontation
on the Korean peninsula continues. If the ILO does not consider
military service under this system as being of a purely military
character, it would be difficult to ratify C.29.
2009 AR: The Government indicated that it was carrying out interministerial consultations, which is considering possible future
changes in the military system.
The KEF reiterated that it had no objections to the ratification of
C.29 and C.105 by the Republic of Korea.
2007 AR: According to the Government: In an effort to ratify both
C.29 and C.105, the Government held a seminar on forced labour
in May 2006 where ILO experts, tripartite representatives, and
people from related ministries were invited to discuss the matter.
The Government also organized the International Labour Policy
Advisory Board to accelerate the ratification process for these
instruments. However, discussion is still under way due to
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divergence of opinions between relevant ministries.
The KEF and the KCTU indicated that they had no objection to the
ratification of C.29 and C.105 by the Republic of Korea.
2006 AR: According to the Government: In 2001, the
Government commissioned research to explore the feasibility of
ratifying C.29 and C.105 and examine the policy tasks to be fulfilled,
with the intention to ratifying both Conventions.
2000 AR: According to the Government: In preparing ratification of
C.29 and C.105, the Government consulted with the ILO experts
on these Conventions on several occasions to seek their advisory
assistance on whether the Korean legal system is in compliance with
the provisions of both Conventions.
Recognition of Constitution
the principle
and right
(prospect(s),
means of action,
basic legal
provisions)

Policy,
legislation
and/or
regulations

YES.
The Constitution:
– Article 10 (respect for human dignity and worth): “All
citizens shall be assured of human worth and dignity and
have the right to pursue happiness. It shall be the duty of the
State to confirm and guarantee the fundamental and inviolable
human rights of individuals”.
– Article 12, paragraph 1 (personal liberty): “All citizens shall
enjoy personal liberty. No person shall be arrested, detained,
searched, seized or interrogated, except as provided by Act.
No person shall be punished, placed under preventive
restrictions or be subject to involuntary labour, except as
provided by Act and through lawful procedures”.
Article 15 (freedom to choose occupations): “All citizens shall enjoy
freedom of occupation”.
 Policy:
2016 AR: The Government reported that there is a national policy
and plan of action aimed at realizing the principle of effective and
sustained suppression of all forms of forced or compulsory labour
through prevention, victim protection and access to remedies.
2004-2005 ARs: According to the Government: There is a national
policy to realize the principle and right (PR) of the elimination of
all forms of forced or compulsory labour for every citizen and
every worker, through the implementation of the Constitution, the
Labour Standards Act (LSA), and the Criminal Act. These texts
provide for the principle of human dignity and values, physical
freedom, prohibition of forced labour, imprisonment under court
rulings, and sanctions against violation.
 Legislation:
2016 AR: The Government indicated that it prohibits forced or
compulsory labour through Article
10 (the right to pursue happiness), Article 12 (personal liberty), and
Article 15 (freedom of occupation) of the Constitution of the
Republic of Korea as well as Article 7 (prohibition of forced
labour) of the Labor Standards Act. The Government further
reported that there is no separate special law aimed at prohibiting
trafficking in persons. However, in April 2013, Korea incorporated
the concept of human trafficking into its law by comprehensively
defining the crime of human trafficking in the Criminal Act, the
framework act that provides for the State's right to punish
crimes. The crime of human trafficking was newly inserted into
Article 289 of the Criminal Act. Article 292 of the same Act made
it a punishable offence to kidnap/abduct or traffic in persons for the
purpose of committing a new type of crime, such as labour
exploitation, sex trafficking, sexual exploitation, or organ
acquisition, and separate constituent requirements were established to
ensure that the act of recruiting, transporting or transferring a
person with the intent to commit a kidnapping/abduction or human
trafficking, etc., is considered an independent crime and, thus, can
be harshly punished. In addition, Article 288 (2) of the same Act
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stipulates that kidnapping and abducting a person for the purpose
of labour exploitation, sex trafficking, sexual exploitation, or
organ acquisition shall be punished by imprisonment for not less
than two years nor more than 15 years.
2000 AR: According to the Government, section 6 (prohibition of
forced labour) of the Labour Standards Act (LSA) provides that:
“An employer shall not force a worker to work against his/her own
free will through the use of violence, intimidation, confinement or
by any other means which unjustly restrict mental or physical
freedom.” In order to secure implementation of the legal provision,
penal sanctions are also contained in national laws and regulations.
Basic legal
provisions

Exercise of the
principle and
right

(i) Constitution (articles 10, 12 and 15); (ii) Labour Standards Act
(LSA), sections 7 and 110; (iii) Criminal Act, sections 123, 324 and
460; and (iv) Criminal Procedure Act.

Definition of YES, section 6 of the LSA gives a definition of the term “forced
forced
labour” by providing that “[a]n employer shall not force a worker to
or compulsory work against his own free will through the use of violence,
labour
intimidation and confinement or by any other means, which unjustly
restrict mental or physical freedom”.
Judicial
2006 AR: According to the Government: There are no cases of
decisions
judicial decisions resulting from the violation of the PR (under section
6 of the LSA).
Special
2014 AR: According to the KCTU: The KCTU continues to pay
attention to
special attention to migrant workers in the agricultural sector and
particular
workers in precarious employment who are at risk of forced labour.
situations
Activities are being undertaken to involve the employers in the
abolition of forced labour, and particularly to ensure that migrant
workers do not end up in dependency of the employers as regards
Visa extensions.
2013 AR: According to the KCTU: Special attention has been given
to the agricultural sector with a view to ensuring the abolition of
forced labour among vulnerable agricultural workers, in particular
migrant workers. Indeed, trade unions have dealt with cases where
employers are confiscating the travel documents of migrant
workers, who are in poor working conditions which often turn into
forced labour in the agricultural sector. If these migrants loose their
employment, they will also loose their visa and legal rights to be in
the country.

Information/ 2016 AR: The Government indicated that it does not collect and
Data
analyse statistical data and other information on the nature and
collection and extent of forced or compulsory labour.
dissemination 2004 AR: According to the Government: Systems for gathering
information are established, but there are no meaningful statistics on
forced labour because of its non-existence in the country.
Prevention2019 AR: Labor inspections to eradicate forced labor have been strengthened;
Monitoring,
increased number of labor inspectors, Labor Inspection Bureau newly established at
enforcement and the MOEL, strengthened capacity building programs for labor inspectors.
sanctions
2016 AR: According to the Government: Article 7 of the Labor Standards. Any
mechanisms
person who violates Article 7 of the Labor Standards Act (Act prohibits all forms
of forced or compulsory labour that might occur in labour relations) us strictly
punished. The provision applies to all workers under the Labor Standards Act
regardless of whether they are Koreans or foreigners. The Government requires
employment contracts to be in writing so that the workers themselves can
clearly understand their working conditions, and consistently conducts labour
inspections and awareness-raising campaigns to ensure essential working
conditions, such as minimum wage compliance, the ban on overdue wages and the
prohibition of forced labour. The Ministry of Employment and Labor (MOEL)
investigates whether workplaces violate any of the provisions concerning forced
labour when it conducts regular, occasional or specially-planned inspections of
workplaces which take place. An investigation can also be triggered if a worker
whose rights and interests are infringed upon by forced labour or a third party who
is aware of such infringement reports it to the labour authorities. If any forced
labour practice in violation of the Labor Standards Act is found as a result of such
an inspection and investigation, it is punished by imprisonment for not more than
4
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five years or a fine of up to 30 million Korean won.
2004-2007 ARs: According to the Government: In realizing the PR, the
following measures have been implemented:
(i) inspection/monitoring mechanisms; (ii) penal sanctions; (iii) civil or
administrative sanctions; and (iv) capacity building. Moreover, the prosecutors’
offices and police offices are in charge of sanctions against human trafficking and
abuse of power of public servants engaged in the identification, emancipation
and/or rehabilitation of persons subjected to forced labour. The Ministry of Labour
monitors the implementation of the prohibition of forced labour by employers.
2001 ARs: According to the Government: The LSA requires employers to comply
with the legal obligations concerning the prohibition of forced labour, and imposes
penal sanctions in case of non-compliance.
2000-2005 ARs: According to the Government: Section 460 of the Criminal
Procedure Act provides that the sentence of imprisonment shall be executed
under the direction of a public prosecutor and in accordance with the court decision.
Moreover, the Criminal Act provides for penal sanctions in the following cases:
– In the case of a public official who, by abusing his official authority, forces a
person to do any forced work (section 123 of the Criminal Act: abuse of
authority);
– In the case of a person who coerces another to do any forced work, by using
violence or intimidation (section 324 of the Act: coercion); or
– In the case a person who arrests, confines, captures or entices another person as
hostage and makes him or her do any forced work (section 324-2 of the Act:
coercion by hostage).
The responsibilities for taking action against forced labour are assumed by the police,
prosecution and courts.
Under section 110 of the LSA, an employer who forces an employee to work
against his/her own free will in violation of article 6 of the LSA shall be punished
by imprisonment of up to five years or by a fine not exceeding 30 million won [about
US
$ 29,300 as of December 2005.] In this regard, if any law is found to be violated or if
any violation is alleged, labour inspectors investigate the case and, when relevant,
take measures to criminally punish the offender.
The Ministry of Labour is responsible for: (i) applying the LSA; (ii) monitoring the
implementation of the Act; (iii) ensuring labour inspection at workplace; and (iv)
ensuring that measures are taken against violations of the LSA.
Under the direction and supervision of the Ministry of Labour, labour inspectors of
the 46 regional labour offices conduct workplace inspections, ask employers to make
reports or attendances and act as law enforcement officers in case of violation, in
order to ensure that employers fully observe their obligations with regard to the
prevention and elimination of forced labour.
Involvement of
the social
partners

Promotional
activities

2014 AR: According to the KCTU: The KCTU is excluded from most social
dialogue practices and the ratifications of C.29 and C.105 are not being dealt with
through social dialogue.
2013 AR: According to the KEF: Social dialogue is exercised in the country.
According to the KCTU: Forced labour and the ratifications of C.29 and C.105
are not being dealt with through social dialogue.
2004-2007 ARs: According to the Government: Tripartite examination of related
issues has been implemented in realizing the PR. Employers’ and workers’
organizations have been involved in the development and implementation of
government measures. Employers’ and employees’ organizations were consulted
in revising or enacting laws related to the prohibition of forced labour.
2018 AR: The Government indicates that it has commissioned the Korea Labor
Foundation a project, through which the Foundation has opened on Sept. 14, 2018
online promotion channels (blog: www.blog.naver.com/nosa_ilo, and Facebook
page: www.facebook.com/ilonosa) to raise public awareness about the necessity of
ratifying the fundamental Conventions on freedom of association and abolition of
forced labour. To promote these channels, a giveaway was held on Sept. 17 in
celebration of their opening. From September to October, two contributions by
experts and one card news, a form of news articles in image slides, were posted. And
Webtoons, a type of digital comics, will be available starting November. Also, an
open forum on the ILO fundamental Conventions, where an ILO expert participated,
was held on Oct. 15. The government had an informal consultation in December
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2017 with the KEF, the FKTU and the KCTU to understand the positions of
workers’ and employers’ organizations on potential legal and institutional
improvements necessary to ratify the fundamental Conventions. Based on this, the
government has conducted consultations with relevant Ministries on legal and
institutional improvements. The Ministry of Employment and Labor had planned to
hold a meeting of the International Labor Policy Council, an official tripartite
platform, on October 2, 2018, but had to postponed due to unforeseen circumstances
within the Ministry. The Ministry will soon hold the meeting.
KCTU commented that the outcome of the research and the information/data
compilation have yet to unveiled and any card news (interactive news), webtoon,
blog on the fundamental conventions has yet to be posted on MOEL’s website. After
a brief exchange of idea was held in December 2017, any other consultation has not
been hosted by the government.
FKTU commented that the most representative workers' organizations have not been
consulted in an official way.
2014 AR: KEF participates and promotes the interest of its members in various
events, social dialogues and seminars including those organised by ILO.
The KCTU: An awareness raising campaign on the fundamental principles and rights
at work has been conducted in collaboration with the Korean Teachers’ and
Education Workers' Union (KTU), the Korean Government Employees’
Union(KGEU) and the Korean Federation of Public Services and Transportation
Workers' Union (KPTU). The campaign included leaflets with information on the
situation of workers’ rights in the country, and requested labour law amendments to
align the national legislation with international labour standards. The leaflet was
designed as a letter directed towards the President of the Republic of Korea,
urging the President to ratify the non-ratified ILO core Conventions without
delay, including C.29 and C.105.
2013 AR: According to the Government: In March 2012, the Government met with
ILO to discuss the ratification of C. 29.
2012 AR: According to the Government: In March 2009 and 2010, meetings
between the ILO and the Government were organized to discuss the ratification
of C.29. In addition, the Ministry of Employment and Labour carried out
consultations with relevant ministries on the ratification prospects of C.29 and
C.105.
The KCTU stated that it had been organizing advocacy campaigns for promotion and
ratification of C.29 and C.105.
2010 AR: The Government indicated that it had been cooperating with the ILO
since October 2006 concerning the possibility to ratify C.29 taking into account the
national context (military service system and current public interest service system).
2009 AR: According to the Government: The Ministry of Labour has requested
the Ministry of National Defense and the Ministry of Justice to consider ILO
Conventions in the reform of relevant system.
2004-2007 ARs: According to the Government: In realizing the PR, the
following measures have been implemented:
(i) awareness raising/advocacy; (ii) employment creation/income generation; (iii)
educational programmes; (iv) rehabilitation following removal from forced labour;
and (v) international cooperation programmes or projects.
Special
initiativesProgress

CHALLENGES IN
REALIZING THE
PRINCIPLE AND RIGHT

2008 AR: According to the Government: The Government has requested the
advisory assistance of the ILO on provision of interpretation on special types of
military system in Korea and received comments from the Office. Moreover, the
Government is carrying out inter-ministerial consultation on long-term basis,
which is considering possible future changes in the military system.
2007 AR: The Government organized the International Labour Policy Advisory Board
with a view to accelerate the ratification process for these instruments.
According to the Employers’
2014 AR: KEF stated that economic crisis and high unemployment
social partners organizations rate for the youth create some sort of burden. It also asserted that
although the Korean government tries to ratify the Convention,
there is a need for more time for preparation to the ratification
process, particularly given the challenges associated with the
mandatory military service requirements.
2013 AR: The KEF indicated that obstacles in the ratification of
C.29 and C.105 related to the mandatory military service remain.
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Workers’
organizations

2015-2016 ARs: KCTU stated that as long as the national
mandatory military service persists, it will be very difficult to move
forward with the ratification of C.29 and C.105. It further highlighted
that attention should be paid to the issues of sex-workers, including
young girls, who are subject to various forms of forced labour. In
response to this comment, the Government indicated that the in
Korea, sexual traffic is illegal. Sexual traffic is considered criminal
act and persons who sell and buy sex are punished according to
“Act on the Punishment of Acts of Arranging Sexual Traffic (of
which the Ministry of Justice is in charge”. According to”Act on the
Prevention of Sexual Traffic and Protection, etc. of Victims (of
which the Ministry of Gender Equality & Family)”, victims of
sexual traffic, including sex workers, are provided with services
such as counselling, accommodation, medical and legal service,
education on employment and skills, and vocational training in
order to help their escape from prostitution.
2013-2014 ARs: According to the KCTU: As the situation with
the national mandatory military service in has not changed, the
related challenges remain. By using the pretext of the military
service, the provisions of C.29 and C.105 are being violated.
Additionally, cases from the cargo transportation sector have
illustrated the challenging situation as regards to the right to strike.
When situations of strike have arisen, the employers have sent a
request to the Minister of Labour who consequently has created a
situation of forced labour by forcing workers back to work by
referring to a state of emergency. Cases of forced labour are also
related to work carried out by prisoners, as the interpretation of
forced labour by the Government differs from that of the ILO.
2012 AR: According to KCTU: The main challenge to the
ratification of C.29 and C.105 is the mandatory military service
which has exemptions for inapt individuals who are then
reoriented towards public services (national parks, teaching, etc.)
without any pay or benefits for over two years. However, political
will is needed to adjust the military service activities so to make it
non- contradictory to C.105. Although forced labour is not widely
spread in the country, it has been experienced by trade union
members participating in strikes.
2010 AR: The FKTU and the KCTU observed that despite the
general prohibition of forced labour in the country, various forms of
forced/compulsory labour were observed (for example, compulsory
duties for public servants).
2004 AR: The KCTU observed that despite the Government’s
comment on the general prohibition of forced labour in the country,
various forms of forced/compulsory labour were found at
workplaces, involving especially migrant workers.
No particular challenges were raised in the ITUC’s comments.
2001 AR: No particular challenges were raised in the ICFTU’s
comments.
2000 AR: According to the FKTU: Some employers abuse the
position of those workers who have chosen to work rather than
carrying out their military service.
According to the 2019 AR: The main difficulties arise from social and economic circumstances.
Government
2015-2016 ARs: The Government stated that given lack of conformity between
domestic laws and the provisions of C.29 and C.105, it would be very difficult to
reach agreement with the ILO, and this makes the ratification process slow and
complicated. It indicated that regarding C.29, the ILO interprets the services
provided by unarmed public service personnel as not purely military and that
regarding C.105, the current domestic laws, such as the National Security Act and
the Criminal Act, are contrary to the Convention. The Government reported that
forced or compulsory labour occurs mainly among the socially disadvantaged,
such as people with intellectual disabilities, the old and the infirm, and the homeless,
so there can often be some difficulties in remedying forced labour based on reports
by the victims. The Government is making efforts to prevent victims of forced
labour by identifying and inspecting workplaces likely to use forced labour. Such
preventive efforts need to be expanded.
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TECHNICAL
COOPERATION

Request

2014 AR: According to the Government: Regarding C.29, supplementary military
service is not included as ‘work of a purely military character’ under Article 2.
Given that imprisonment comes with prison labour based on criminal law,
punishments under the National Security Act and etc. can be understood as forced
or compulsory labour under C.105.
2013 AR: According to the Government: Regarding C.29, the ILO interprets the
services provided by non-armed public service personnel as being of a nonpurely military and non-voluntary nature. Regarding C.105, under current domestic
law those convicted of violating the National Security Act or participating in
unprotected strikes involving violence and destruction of property are subject to
imprisonment and prison labour. In response to the KCTU’s observations, the
Government indicated the following: (i) Reorientation towards public services
doesn’t mean the “exemption” from military service but an “alternative” to
military service; (ii) Public service personnel do get paid; (iii) The reason why
Korea is currently unable to ratify C.105 is not related to the need to maintain
mandatory conscription; (iv) With regard to the sentence, “it has been
experienced by trade union members participating in strikes,” it shouldn't be
understood as meaning that trade union members participating in legitimate and
peaceful strikes have experienced forced labour. It actually means workers engaging
in unprotected strikes involving violence and destruction of property are subject to
imprisonment and prison labour.
2010-2012 ARs: According to the Government: The challenges remain as
follows: (i) the military service system; (ii) the current public interest service
system; and (iii) the fact that the criminal punishment of political criminals and
workers’ strikes includes forced prison labour.
2008 AR: With regards to the KCTU’s observations in the 2004 AR alleging that
various forms of forced/compulsory labour were found at workplaces involving
especially foreign workers, the Government indicated that in 1992, in order to
respond to labour shortage and to reduce the number of undocumented workers,
Korea introduced the Industrial Trainee System (ITS), which was in force until
January 2007. However, as the ITS was a system which was more focused on
training foreign trainees, it had certain limits as an employment system for foreign
workers. Therefore, in 2004 the Korean Government introduced a new system for
foreign workers’ employment, the Employment Permit System. Under this system
in force since 2004, the rights of foreign workers was significantly reinforced and
much of the problems have been resolved, thanks to the provision on nondiscrimination against foreign workers in the EPS Act, which allowed labourrelated laws to be applicable equally to foreign workers and nationals, providing
equal level of protection in case of infringement of foreign workers’ rights.
2007 AR: According to the Government: Because of its unique military situation,
such as military confrontation with North Korea, the Republic of Korea adheres to
the universal conscription system (compulsory military service). In this respect, it is
needed to interpret and review special types of military service, etc.
2004 AR: In response to KCTU’s comments, the Government indicated that separate
statistics on forced labour were expected to be compiled owing to the
computerization of labour inspection. With regard to forced labour of migrant
workers, the Government mentioned that it had made active efforts to prevent
employers from forcing foreign workers to work.
2002 AR: In response to KCTU’s comments, the Government observed that, in
line with the objectives of the 1998 ILO Declaration, the follow-up should be of
a strictly promotional nature and for technical cooperation, which would help ILO
member States to implement effectively the core Conventions. In this regard, the
KCTU’s comments under the 2002 Annual Review were not compatible with the
basic objectives of the 1998 ILO Declaration and its follow-up.
2016 AR: The Government stated that it may need the ILO’s support when
preparing for the ratification of the Conventions, for example in interpreting
whether domestic legislation is in conformity with the Conventions. In this regard,
the Government will request support from the ILO if the need arises.
KCTU reiterated the statement it made under AR 2015.
2015 AR: The Government reiterated the statement it made under the AR 2014.
According to the KCTU, there is a need for ILO technical cooperation to support and
promote a permanent social dialogue with the Government on military services
issues and its connections with various forms of forced labour.
2014 AR: According to the Government: The Government may need ILO’s support
when preparing for the ratification of the Conventions, for example in interpreting
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Offer
EXPERT-ADVISERS’
OBSERVATIONS/
RECOMMENDATIONS

GOVERNING BODY
OBSERVATIONS/
RECOMMENDATIONS

whether domestic legislation is in conformity with the Conventions. The Government
will request support from the ILO if the need occurs.
KEF advised that ILO should provide support by conducting research in relation to
labour law reform and in terms of devising initiatives to address high
unemployment rate.
The KCTU reiterated its request for technical cooperation made in the 2012-2013
ARs, re-emphasizing the need to find a solution to how the Government should
deal with forced labour as concerns military services.
2013 AR: The Korean Government may need ILO’s support when preparing
for the ratification of C.29 and C.105, for example in interpreting whether
domestic legislation is in conformity with the Conventions. The Government will
request support from the ILO, should this need arise.
The KCTU reiterated its request for technical cooperation made in the 2012 AR
emphasizing that the crucial need to find a solution to how the Government should
deal with forced labour as concerns military services.
2012 AR: According to the Government: ILO advisory assistance would be
requested concerning the compliance of domestic legislation to the PR, when
considering the ratification of the C.29 and C.105.
The KEF requested the ILO to provide training on the PR.
According to the KCTU: ILO’s technical assistance is needed in finding a solution to
how the Government should deal with the issue forced labour as concerns military
services.
2010-2011 ARs: According to the Government: ILO’s technical support
concerning the compliance of the current military system vis-à-vis the PR may be
needed, and would be requested by the Government in due course.
According to the KCTU: ILO’s technical cooperation is needed for public
awareness raising campaign and for a better understanding of the PR.
2008 AR: According to the Government: The Government requests further advisory
assistance in its process of considering the ratification of the conventions including
the interpretation of whether special types of military services constitute
compulsory labour or not.
2007 AR: The Government requested the ILO to provide advisory assistance in
interpreting special types of military service.
ILO, ILO/IPEC.

2008 AR: The ILO Declaration Expert-Advisers (IDEAs) listed the Republic of Korea among the
countries having expressed their intention to ratify C.29 and/or
C.105 or to complete the ratification process. They encouraged these countries to accelerate this process
so as to make an important step forward towards universal ratification. In particular, the IDEAs
encouraged the Government of the Republic of Korea (and four other governments) to initiate or
finalize their national labour law review processes. In strengthening and reforming their legal
framework in compliance with international labour standards, these countries would allow a better
implementation of the principle and right. Finally, the IDEAs noted that a number of governments,
employers’ or workers’ organizations in various countries, including the Republic of Korea, were
willing to meet these challenges and had requested technical cooperation, with a view to realizing
country assessments and workshops with the support of the ILO. (cf. paragraphs 12, 41, 43 and 51of
the 2008 Annual Review Introduction – ILO: GB.301/3).
2007 AR: The IDEAS encouraged the Government of the Republic of Korea (and four other
governments) that had expressed their intention to ratify C.29 and/or
C.105 to complete the process. The IDEAs also welcomed the significant increase in the reports of
action to combat forced labour in several countries, including the Republic of Korea, and noted that
an increasing number of States were recognizing that forced labour does exist in their country […].
For the IDEAs, such recognition was indispensable to combating forced or compulsory labour,
as it was undoubtedly the first step in what in a daunting but essential task (cf. paragraphs 40
and 41 of the 2007 Annual Review Introduction – ILO: GB.298/3).
2005 AR: The IDEAs listed the Republic of Korea among the countries where some efforts were
being made in terms of research, advocacy, activities, social dialogue, national policy formulation,
labour law reform, preventive, enforcement and sanctions mechanisms and/or ratification (cf.
paragraph 13 of the 2005 Annual Review Introduction – ILO: GB.292/4).
2015 AR: At its March 2014 Session, the Governing Body invited the Director-General to: (a) take
into account its guidance on key issues and priorities with regard to assisting member States in their
efforts to respect, promote and realize fundamental principles and rights at work; and (b) take account
of this goal in the Office’s resource mobilization initiatives.
2013 AR: At its November 2012 Session, the Governing Body requested the Director-General to
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take full account of the ILO Plan of Action on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work (20122016) and allocate the necessary resources for its implementation. This plan of action is anchored in
the universal nature of the fundamental principles and rights at work (FPRW), their inseparable,
interrelated and mutually reinforcing qualities and the reaffirmation of their particular importance,
both as human rights and enabling conditions. It reflects an integrated approach, which addresses both
the linkages among the categories of FPRW and between them, and the other ILO strategic
objectives in order to enhance their synergy, efficiency and impact. In this regard, freedom of
association and the effective recognition of the right to collective bargaining are particularly
emphasized as enabling rights for the achievement of all these strategic objectives.
2011 AR: At its March 2010 Session, the Governing Body decided that the recurrent item on the
agenda of the 101st Session (2012) of the International Labour Conference should address the ILO
strategic objective of promoting and realizing fundamental principles and rights.
2009 AR: During its March 2009 Session, the Governing Body included the review of the follow-up to
the 1998 ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work on the agenda of the 99th
Session (2010) of the International Labour Conference.
INTERNATIONAL
LABOUR CONFERENCE
RESOLUTION

2013 AR: In June 2012, following the recurrent item discussion on fundamental principles and rights
at work, under the ILO declaration on Social Justice for a Fair Globalization, 2008 and the ILO
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Work and its Follow-up, 1998, the International
Labour Conference adopted the Resolution concerning the recurrent discussion on fundamental
principles and rights at work. This resolution includes a framework for action for the effective and
universal respect, promotion and realization of the FPRW for the period 2012-16. It calls for the
Director- General to prepare a plan of action incorporating the priorities laid out in this framework
for action for the consideration of the Governing Body at its 316th Session in November 2012.
2011 AR: Following a tripartite debate at the Committee on the 1998 Declaration, the 99th Session
(2010) of the International Labour Conferenceadopted a Resolution on the follow-up to the ILO
Declaration on Fundamental Principles and Rights at Workon 15 June 2010. The text appended
to this Resolution supersedes the Annex to the ILO Declaration on Fundamental Principles and
Rights at Work, and is entitled “Annex to the 1998 Declaration (Revised)”. In particular, the
Resolution “[notes] the progress achieved by Members in respecting, promoting and realizing
fundamental principles and rights at work and the need to support this progress by maintaining a
follow-up procedure. For further information, see pages 3-5 of the following link:
http://www.ilo.org/wcmsp5/groups/public/---ed_norm/--relconf/documents/meetingdocument/wcms_143164.pdf.
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